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Question: 50

An analyst wants to see a grouping of images that may be contained in a pcap file. Which tool natively meets this need?

A. Scapy
B. NetworkMiner
C. TCPReplay
D. Wireshark

Answer: A

Question: 51

Which of the following is considered a preventative control in operational security?

A. Smoke Sensors
B. Fire Suppressant
C. Voltage Regulators
D. Vibration Alarms

Answer: B

Question: 52

Which command is the Best choice for creating a forensic backup of a Linux system?

A. Run form a bootable CD: tar cvzf image.tgz /
B. Run from compromised operating system: tar cvzf image.tgz /
C. Run from compromised operating system: dd if=/ dev/hda1 of=/mnt/backup/hda1.img
D. Run from a bootable CD: dd if=/dev/hda1 of=/mnt/backup/hda1.img

Answer: D



Question: 53

Which of the following would be included in a router configuration standard?

A. Names of employees with access rights
B. Access list naming conventions
C. Most recent audit results
D. Passwords for management access

Answer: B

Question: 54

Requiring criminal and financial background checks for new employees is an example of what type of security control?

A. Detective Support Control
B. Detective Operational Control
C. Detective Technical Control
D. Detective Management Control

Answer: D

Question: 55

When running a Nmap UDP scan, what would the following output indicate? 

A. The port may be open on the system or blocked by a firewall
B. The router in front of the host accepted the request and sent a reply
C. An ICMP unreachable message was received indicating an open port
D. An ACK was received in response to the initial probe packet

Answer: A

Question: 56

Which of the following would be used in order to restrict software form performing unauthorized operations, such as invalid access to
memory or invalid calls to system access?

A. Perimeter Control
B. User Control
C. Application Control
D. Protocol Control



E. Network Control

Answer: C

Question: 57

What attack was indicated when the IDS system picked up the following text coming from the Internet to the web server? select user,
password from user where user= "jdoe" and password= æmyp@55!Æ union select "text",2 into outfile "/tmp/file1.txt" - - Æ

A. Remote File Inclusion
B. URL Directory Traversal
C. SQL Injection
D. Binary Code in HTTP Headers

Answer: C

Question: 58

What would be the output of the following Google search? filetype:doc inurl:ws_ftp

A. Websites running ws_ftp that allow anonymous logins
B. Documents available on the ws_ftp.com domain
C. Websites hosting the ws_ftp installation program
D. Documents found on sites with ws_ftp in the web address

Answer: D
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